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Abstract: This short message addresses the problems with current fixed-speed water pump and discusses how load and demand inefficiencies impact energy consumption. However, by using pressure sensors in variable speed pumps, systems can create a financial and energy savings by identifying peak use times and cycling down during low loads and demand. Copyright © 2007 IFSA.
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1. Introduction

Currently, pumping systems account for nearly 20 percent of the world’s motor energy use, and a staggering 25 to 50 percent of some industrial plant’s total energy use. In the world of pumps, the energy consumption of centrifugal pumps is directly related to the speed at which those pumps are working. This design does not allow the system to operate efficiently resulting in increased energy consumption and increased user costs.

2. The Problem

Today’s standard pump systems only operate at two speeds – full throttle and stopped – even though demand on the system varies throughout the day. With virtually only one operating speed, pump systems are often over-designed to ensure they can handle “worst case” work loads, leaving them to pump faster, work harder and use more energy than necessary; yet turning pumps on and off is also a drain on energy in that peak energy is used to actually start motor in motion.
Going from off to full speed pumping also causes a rapid change in fluid motion and pressure, creating a pressure shock that strains and, over time, can damage pipes, hoses and fittings. Soft starts and stops, and gradual changes in pump speed, can reduce the negative effects on pipes caused by the water “hammer.”

Couple wasted energy with the cost of excessive wear and strain on lines and pumps, and a move toward variable speed pumps becomes apparent.

3. Figures

**Fig. 1.** Ceramic Capacitive Pressure Transducer for industrial applications including variable speed pumps.

**Fig. 2.** Dimensions of the 61CP Series Ceramic Capacitive Pressure Transducer.
4. The Solution

Variable speed pump systems, using pressure sensors from Sensata Technologies save energy and money, and reduce excessive wear by adjusting the pump speeds to meet system demands. By cycling down pumps during low demand, the energy consumption drops dramatically both during operating periods and by minimizing peak-energy motor start-ups. By monitoring the pump’s discharge pressure in real-time, pressure sensors gauge the exact pumping need and adjust motor speed accordingly.

In a commercial pumping application such as irrigation systems, a water pump might be cycled up or down depending on how much water is being drawn into one or more lines or sprinklers.

Savings can even be found in a home setting, where, for example, a submersible variable-speed well pump may need to maintain pressure to a washing machine and a shower simultaneously, then cycle down to just fill a glass of water.

5. Conclusions

The energy saving potential of variable speed pumps is anywhere from 30 to 50 percent savings on average, and up to 80 percent energy saving for applications such as home circulator pumps. This savings can translate to upwards of $100,000 thousand per year in at some process facilities.

Sensata’s sensor portfolio also includes case isolated sensors (2CH series) which are designed specifically to operate efficiently in the high noise environments present with variable frequency drive pumps.
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